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A Palim psest of Irishness

Kevin Murphy
The Apprentice Mage
R. F. Foster 
O xfo rd
$35.00, 640 pages

Writing about Yeats is tricky business these days. 
During the 1970’s and 80’s, his poetry became a battle
field on which the Irish culture wars, parallel to the 
political violence in the North, were fought. The liter
ary revisionists (as opposed to historical revisionists, 
more about later) attacked, and continue to attack, 
Yeats’s poetry and politics on the grounds of his elit
ism, his idealized (and inaccurate) versions of Irish 
peasantry and Protestant Ascendancy, his occultism, 
and his late fascination with Fascism and eugenics. 
Critics such as Seamus Deane (Celtic Revivals, 1986; 
The Field Day Anthology o f Irish Writing, 1991) and 
Declan Kiberd (Inventing Ireland, 1995) have criti
cized Yeats’s construction of a mystified language of 
spiritual and racial essence which has perpetuated 
rather than eradicated the cultural colonial status of Ire
land. O ther critics, such as Edna Longley, the late 
Augustine Martin, and the poet Seamus Heaney have 
argued that the poetry itself either contains adequate 
refutation of these charges or, in Heaney’s case, that 
the poetry transcends the divisive categories of class, 
caste, and hierarchy.1 The appearance of the encyclo
pedic first volume of a new Yeats biography by R. F. 
Foster will, fortunately and unfortunately, provide 
much ammunition for combatants on all sides.

R. F. (Robert Fitzroy, or Roy) Foster is a historian 
rather than a literary critic (he is the Carroll Professor 
of Irish History at Oxford and the author of Modern 
Ireland 1600-1972, 1988), but Irish historians have 
also had their revisionist and anti-revisionist contro
versies, with Foster placing him self squarely in the 
camp of the revisionists. The historical revisionists, 
unlike their literary counterparts, follow the example of 
F.S.L. Lyons (Culture and Anarchy in Ireland, 1890- 
1939, 1979), and refuse to accept at face value the tra
ditional pieties associated with the emergence of the 
Irish nation (a Gaelic and Catholic Irish populace, led 
by heroic and exemplary individuals, triumphantly 
casting off the yoke of British oppression— what Denis 
Donoghue in Warrenpoint (1990) calls the “Christian 
Brothers version” of Irish history). Instead, they inter
rogate and complicate these pieties, and, in doing so, 
incur the wrath of traditional nationalists, some of 
whom, as it happens, are also the same literary revi
sionists who have found fault with Yeats.2 For this 
biography, too, Foster draws on the ten years’ research 
that Lyons himself had done for a Yeats biography 

continued on page 6

1. The debate over Irish revisionism in general can 
be found in Revising the Rising, ed. Mairin Ni Dhonn- 
chadha and Theo Dorgan (Field Day, 1991) and Yeats 
in particu lar in Y eats’s P olitica l Identities, ed. 
Jonathan Allison (University of Michigan Press, 1996).

2. Foster discusses (and dispatches) the revisionist 
controversy and its many ironies in the introduction to 
his Paddy and Mr. Punch (1993). See also his essay 
“We Are All Revisionists Now” in The F ield Day 
Anthology o f Irish Writing, III (1991), 583-586. For a 
response , see D eclan Kierbard, Inventing Ireland  
(1995), 642-646 .

Jack Sherman
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Down Among the Sheltering Pines
Emily Fawcett

Queen o f  the Silver Dollar 
Edward Hower 
The Permanent Press 
$24.00, 220 pages

Honky Tonk queen, former bronco rider, 
recovering alcoholic, 186 pounds, 21 years 
old. June Chatwick, the stubborn, resourceful 
hero of Edward Hower’s fourth novel, Queen 
o f the Silver Dollar, chronicles life at ‘The 
Pines”, a posh Connecticut rehab center. June 
is assigned to keep a journal for therapy, 
although she claims that, “I’m not here for 
that, really, it’s something to do at night 
instead of boozing.” The tone is as irreverent, 
wacky, exaggerated and desperately serious 
as June herself. She admits, “My shrink says I 
don’t have to show him what I write. God
damn right I don’t!” At The Pines nothing is 
certain: patients are as isolated from life in the 
outside world as the greenhouse set up for 
their use is hermetically sealed from the New 
England winter; yet the doctors and therapists 
who form their support network turn out to be 
as needy as, and sometimes less dependable 
than, the patients themselves. The problems 
that ensue are as unpredictable and compli
cated as any they’ve encountered in the out
side world.

There’s Angela, the shop teacher — excuse 
me, that’s Occupational Therapy —who pos
sesses all the attractiveness June longs for and 
yet who must, in the end, ask June for advice. 
Margaret, the wife of a Kentucky senator 
caught in his lover’s arms, needs June’s help 
to unpack her suitcase. Charlie, a fellow alco
holic, former screenwriter and obsessive jour
nal keeper won’t stop showing June his 
entries. He’s hopelessly in love with Laurene, 
a former movie actress, whose story is inter
woven with June's throughout the novel. As 
bone-thin as June is overweight, as weak- 
willed as June is stubborn and overbearing, 
and supposedly as brainless as June is smart, 
Lauiene’s escapades never fail to surprise. 
Her lackluster southern drawl is the only real
ly distinctive voice in the book, and, as one of 
the few completely hopeless characters, she 
gives the novel a certain pathos. “Her . . . 
white fur coat, with its matted-down splotch
es and naked cigarette bums, made her look 
like an animal that’s been licking its 
wounds.” She’s actually rather clever at times 
(maybe she’s just profoundly disturbed rather 
than stupid), and in many ways transcends the 
stereotypical character that Hower at first 
seems to give her.

The story begins with the encounter 
between June and fellow patient Jack, also 
twenty-one. A college dropout, guitarist- 
songwriter wannabe obsessed with a woman 
who doesn’t love him, Jack must learn to care 
for others just as June must learn to care for 
herself. The novel, however, is not just an 
account of their symmetrical journeys toward

mental health. Although we sense almost 
from the very start that they will end up 
together, Hower manages to sustain tension 
between them through an unusually sensitive 
portrayal of the tentative growth of their first 
serious relationship. June’s increasing sexual 
desire, her attraction to Jack, and Jack’s lone
liness are apparent from the beginning. Yet 
they’ve both been hurt and rejected in the 
past and can’t afford to take any risks. June 
expresses her wariness early in the novel:

I was a little scared that he might grab me again 
like he had on the stairs in the Manor. I was

also scared he might not Then I wasn’t sure 
what I was scared of. If I’d ever been a normal 
teenager, I’d have had some experience of guys 
grabbing me and I'd know what it meant and 
how to handle it As it was, I had no idea what 
was going on. Were we going to fuck or be 
friends? Or both? Was that possible? And who 
was he, anyway?

Each new step in their relationship is a dif
ficult one requiring personal growth on both 
sides. Sex is a truly intimate encounter which 
can’t occur before many small moments of 
conflict and trust have come and gone 
(although their sex scenes are put off several 
times by the convenient entrance of the night 
nurse to administer doses of Ovaltine). The 
question of when and how they will get 
together gives the plot great forward 
momentum. And eventually they must deal 
with that central question: is their relation

ship more than intensive rehab for each of 
them?

As much as I liked Hower’s portrayal of 
their relationship, June’s description of her 
own increasingly urgent sex drive — the per
sonification of her clitoris as “my magic 
bean” — didn’t convince me. Jack and June’s 
ages don’t seem credible either: although they 
face difficulties common to people in their 
early twenties (what will they do with their 
lives when they leave The Pines, how will 
they build their first meaningful relationship), 
June’s stubborn realism and the complexity 
of Jack’s personal hangups make them seem

Don Karr

much older. While June mainly concerns her
self with the other patients’ problems and 
with Jack, her own depression and abysmally 
low self-esteem are evident at every moment. 
She knows she must pull herself up from 
hopelessness and addiction to a sense of com
petence and self-worth literally by her own 
“shit-kicker boots” if she wants to be success
ful in the outside world. The events she 
records mark her day-to-day struggle to stay 
dry, diet, and gain faith in herself. One night, 
at the very beginning of the novel, she slips 
out of her window “stealthy as a cat burglar in 
reverse.” In some ways that phrase describes 
her life: at twenty-one she feels that she was 
never a “normal teenager” (she’s an alcoholic 
who’s survived her mother’s death, her broth
er’s attempted suicide and spent time in a 
state mental hospital, after all). Now she must 
try, through some kind of gymnastic feat, to 
slip back into a “normal” life, and Hower

gives a convincing portrayal of her struggles.
The daughter of a rich Wyoming rancher, 

June has evidently spent most of her life help
ing her father around the ranch, accompany
ing him on other manly adventures (safaris in 
India, for example) in which her more femi
nine brother didn’t want to participate, drink
ing with male buddies who treated her more 
as confidante than potential date, and obtain
ing a “Fizz-Ed" degree at North Wyoming 
State. Her grief for her brother, who tried to 
commit suicide and survived, but “not so’s 
you’d notice, most of the time” (the bullet to 
his head has left him completely mentally 
incapacitated), seems very real. Her feeling 
for her brother gives the novel an emotional 
anchor, and the reader a clue to June’s mental 
state. She works obsessively on a toolbox 
she’s making for him in Occupational Thera
py, indicative of the obsessive way she clings 
to her grief.

Another puzzle piece emerges when June 
recounts an episode from the past in which 
she’s sexually molested by a group of her 
drinking buddies who are both fascinated and 
repelled by the size of her breasts. June 
regards her own body with a mixture of dis
gust and self-mockery, and overcoming this 
obstacle is part of her task at The Pines. After 
reliving a warped version of her barroom 
humiliation, she backslides into visiting the 
local “tavern.” Her description of the 
moment she sets out from her room for the 
bar is a classic portrayal of the power of her 
addiction: “Resting my feet on the carpet, I 
felt that floor through my soles. And as I 
stood, the slope tilting me forward, I felt in 
my entire body the inevitability of my desti
nation.” And of her entrance into the bar she 
writes: “I heard that special slosh of voices 
that I’d been coming home to all my life.”

June’s journey out of depression, if not 
always subtly portrayed, is realistic enough to 
resonate with anyone who’s been caught in 
that cycle where habits of pessimism and 
hopelessness are so strong that the desire to 
escape them is not always enough. The morn
ing after June gets herself transferred away 
from the enigmatic, vaguely menacing Dr. 
Hoffstaedter she writes: “I tried to sing tri
umphantly as I got dressed. But I couldn’t 
think of a happy song.” And, as the year turns 
toward spring, June finds the new life spring
ing up on the grounds around The Pines too 
painfully cheerful to enjoy.

In Queen o f the Silver Dollar Hower tack
les important social issues, creates an inter
esting cast of characters, and gives the reader 
a forward-thrusting plot. What keeps every
thing from adding up to a truly engaging 
novel is the sloppiness of Hower’s prose. 
Much of the story takes place outdoors, on 
the extensive property surrounding The 
Pines, but, except for a few notable excep
tions, June’s description of the landscape 
lacks subtlety or magic. One description of 
winter at The Pines begins: “The landscape 

continued on page 11
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Belfast Boy

Dan Collins
B efore the Dawn
Je rry  A dam s 
W illiam  M orrow  & Co.
$25.00, 332 pages

...Soon after my arrival I had my first 
encounter with a prison doctor. 1 was 
badly bruised, especially about the ribs, 
after my Palace barracks sojourn. Is it 
sore? he asked. It’s sore when I breathe, 
I answered. Stop breathing, he said, with
out even a flicker.

Gerry Adams’s story begins in two 
of the Catholic, nationalist neighbor
hoods of Belfast: the Falls and Bally- 
murphy. Adams may exaggerate, when 
he calls these neighborhoods “ghet- 
toes.” (Kevin Toolis, who wrote about 
U lster in Rebel H earts , could never 
decide whether the term was justified.) 
But Adams does convincingly describe 
a region o f institu tional poverty in 
which generation after generation are 
contained, on the basis of religion and 
class, in the worst conditions available 
in the city . Fam ilies are k illed  or 
burned out of their homes if they try to 
improve their situation — or, during 
the July “marching season,” for no rea
son at all except a tradition of sectarian 
parades that often turn into riots. Vital 
commodities and services — employ
m ent, plum bing, po lice  protection , 
electoral representation — are deliber
ately w ithheld. This is not ju s t the 
wrong side of the tracks.

Surprisingly, Adams doesn’t claim 
any consciousness of these facts until 
perhaps a quarter o f the way through 
the book. He disclaim s any political 
consciousness before the age of seven
teen or so, when his ac tiv ist career

begins. He spends seventy pages describ
ing his uneventful boyhood in a series of 
adventures that have little bearing on any
thing that comes later. A typical example 
is his description, in chapter two of the 
birth of his brother:

My ma and da used to  sleep in the wee 
room; there was little space in it, just their 
bed and a built in wardrobe. One day the 
nurse came along with the home help, and 
then a woman called a midwife. They all 
went into the big front room, the girl’s 
room, with my ma. I heard shouting and a lot 
of noise, and then I heard a baby crying. Our 
Maura and our Anne were a bit frightened, 
and then I went up the stairs to see what 
was going on. I was chased down again, but 
not before I saw the white sheets all over 
the wee girls bed, all covered with blood. 
That scared me. Then later we were all 
brought in. My ma was lying on the bed: she 
looked very, very tired but she had a nice 
smile. She had our wee baby brother, ’ma,’ I 
said to  her, ‘W hat was all the blood?’ and 
she blushed a wee bit. ‘Now then,’ the home 
help said, ‘you’ll find out all that when you 
find out the facts of life.’ It’s funny isn’t it? My 
da never told me about that.

This is one of Adams’s better tales — 
vivid, and even suspenseful — but it could 
have happened in any working-class Irish 
family in the days after World War Two: 
Frank M cC ourt’s w ell-known memoir, 
Angela’s Ashes, gives even more lurid sto
ries from a generation earlier. And again, 
Adams never goes back to this moment.

A dam s’ innocence seems difficult to 
believe, given his rem arkable political 
career. Whenever young Gerry encounters 
an Orange riot or some anti-Catholic slur, 
Adams (as narrator) quickly points out 
how little he understood it at the time. 
Considering the generations-old republi
can tradition  in his fam ily, one would 
expect Adams to be the Irish equivalent of 
a red diaper baby. Such a consciousness

certainly exists among the politicized Irish 
children I have known in this country; Pre
sumably Adams, born in the center o f the 
Anglo-Irish conflict, should have been that 
much more aware of it. He struggles in these 
early chapters to prove that he was, as it 
were, such a cute baby, and that the disman
tling of the British Empire in Ireland was 
not always the center of his life.

The story picks up around chapter four, 
when Adams reaches adolescence and gets 
involved in local politics. The seam 
between these two parts of Adams’ life is 
clearly visible. One minute, Adams is on his 
way out to a date, snapping at his father, and 
the next he is in the throes of nationalist ide
ology.

I was for the Marquee again tonight. This was 
a favorite venue, especially since it had moved 
from the Astor Ballroom to an old whare- 
house in Skipper Street, near the Duke of 
York...Other nights we spent far from the 
music and dancing of the Marquee, as I stud
ied, absorbed and discussed the political his
tory which had recently become of interest to 
me. In a sense, I had absorbed an ethos of 
republicanism while growing up, even though I 
had taken no great interest in politics, but 
now I was keen to understand and get to grips 
with its foundations and principles.

And he’s off. Adams’ analytic passages 
are invariably more fluid than the narrative 
ones. Polemic — not as mere stump-speak
ing, but as a careful analysis and response to 
his surroundings—is Adams’s native genre, 
and his rationale for writing the book. These 
passages are in triguing, but the gu lf 
between his ideological and narrative writ
ing will dog Adams to the closing page: he 
never comfortably makes the jum p from 
daily life to “the struggle.” We never see, 
for example, the girl Adams is going to meet 
at the Marquee; her face gets postered over 
with a page of nationalist history, and young 
Gerry seems to forget her completely.

Of course, Adams is a political operator,

not an artist. This fact excuses some of the 
stylistic weaknesses, but it presents other 
challenges: Since he writes as a politician 
and activist, we expect that Adams’ story 
and perspective will deepen our under
standing of the Northern Irish “Troubles,” 
that he will set the record straight in some 
way. But even here, Adams hits a road
block, which he discusses in his introduc
tion. “I must write nothing,” he says.

Which would place in jeopardy the liberties 
or lives of others, so I am necessarily con
strained. It is probably an invariable rule that 
the participants in any conflict cannot tell the 
entire story until some time after that con
flict is fully resolved. N either have I any 
intention of writing anything which might 
risk undermining this search for peace; the 
prospect of a peaceful settlement is simply 
too great a prize.

The sympathetic reader is thus asked to 
bear in mind both the rhetorical purpose of 
the piece and the informational constraints 
placed on the author. Unfortunately, these 
constraints prevent Adams from writing 
about the m ost sign ifican t part of his 
career: the negotiations with the Major 
government, which brought Britain, how
ever reluctantly, to the bargaining table 
with the IRA for the first time in twenty 
years. These restrictions have lead USA 
Today critic Richard Willing to retitle the 
book “Before the Important Stuff,” and I 
partly agree.

The constraints don’t keep Before the 
Dawn from giving useful information: it 
remains one of the most detailed sources 
available on the fall of U lster’s indepen
dent parliament at Stormont in 1972, and 
the power struggle with IRA- Sinn Fein in 
the mid -'70s. But artistically, the suppres
sion of information won’t work. A two- 
page dismissal of completeness in an auto
biography, a form in which reader confi
dence is always uncertain, simply won’t 

continued on page 10
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At The Bookery
This presentation is part of our ongoing series of readings and 

talks upstairs in the DeWitt Mall.

Sunday, November 9, 4:00 p.m.

Roald Hoffmann,
co-author with Shira Leibowitz Schmidt 
of Old Wine, New Flasks: Reflections 
on Science and Jewish Tradition, will 
discuss how science and religion—too 
often considered at odds with one 
another— are actually parallel ways of 
trying to make sense of the world. Win
ner of the Nobel Prize for Chemistry, 
Roald Hoffmann is the Frank T. Rhodes 
Professor of Humane Letters and Profes
sor of Chemistry at Cornell.

Saturday, November 15, 4:00 p.m.

Ron Leifer
will discus:, the subject of his new book The Happiness Project. This "pro
ject" refers to our efforts to avoid pain and achieve what we call happiness 
through the fulfillment of our desire and the creation of self-identity. Dr. 
Leifer is a psychiatrist, who lives in Ithaca.

.v ix tJ  > ■ r>

Saturday, November 16, 4:00 p.m.

Edward Hower,
author of last year's Night Train Blues. 
will read from his fifth novel, Queen of 
the Silver Dollar. This unusual love 
story, set in an elegant private mental 
hospital, has been called "amusing and 
insightful" by Publishers Weekly. 
Edward Hower, the recipient of two 
Fulbright grants, teaches in Ithaca Col
lege's Writing Program.

Sunday, November 23, 4:00 p.m.

Brian Hall,
author of The Saskiad. w ill read 
from his new biography of his 
daughter, Madeleine's W orld: A
Child's Journey from Birth to Age 
Three. In this new work, Hall 
records the many twists and turns, 
both tearful and funny, in the 
growth of a childs consciousness.

The Bookery
DeWitt Building,

215 North Cayuga St., Ithaca 
For more information call (607) 273-5055 

or E-mail: offcampus@thebookery.com

Scott Minar

Labyrinth
John Diamond-Nigh 
York Publishers Ltd., 1997 
75 Pages

M y old  fic tio n -w ritin g  p ro fesso r, 
Daniel Keyes (of Flowers fo r  Algernon  
fame), would say of a book he admired a 
great deal that it was a tour de force. In 
that wonderful high-nasal Brooklynese, 
he would shout, “tour de force! tour de 
force!” in our small classroom. It became 
so m uch his signature  saying, that my 
friends and I quickly adopted it as our 
phrase of choice when doing vocal im ita
tions of him over a few beers at the pub. 
So naturally I find it som ewhat surpris
ing that the first w ords to com e to  me 
when describing John D iam ond-N igh’s 
Labyrinth are that it is a tour de force. I 
hope that my teacher will forgive me for 
stealing  his favorite  descrip tion , but I 
ju s t can 't im agine one that better suits 
this first book of poems, which combines 
elem ents o f m ythos, lyrical voice, p er
sonae, h is to ry , and a rch itec tu re  for 
telling emotional effect.

The title poem, “Labyrinth” addresses 
the read er in term s asso c ia ted  w ith 
nature and architecture, employing such 
descrip tive phrases as "the dry gullies 
and foaming shrines /  o f your skin”; ". . 
.the damp terrain of our fingertips"; and 
"your hair / on its liquid altars /  its domes 
and m inare ts ."  The poem  ends as fo l
lows:

and now I fin d  you here 
years later in a ragged street in glas- 

gow
your face and arms encrusted 
with patches o f gruesome hide 
kneeling in worship 
in this bleak chapel 
while the crows 
scatter above you 
in the orifice 
o f a rainy scream
The equation  o f  sound— the "rainy  

scream "— w ith  the co n cep t o f  o rifice  
illustrates D iam ond-N igh’s a ttem pt to 
unify arch itec tu re  and landscape w ith 
what is human or animal. For the author, 
landscape and architecture are "living" 
things, extensions of the hands that made 
them.

M uch like the fab led  lab y rin th  for 
w hich it is nam ed, th is  c o llec tio n  o f 
poems is an alm ost unbroken series of 
turns: turns o f  idea, o f phrase, o f con
cept and worldly perception— a cam er
a's eye moving restlessly down the corri
dors:

the scream/the hand is fu ll  o f blood 
the taste ofleafmold on the tongue 
the destitution o f disease 
the laughter o f the elk and bison 
laughter o f the crow 
incestuous atrocity 
the laughter and a sacred kiss 
like chlorophyl decays the skin 
w ith thickening chiaroscuro—

We are invited to taste and feel our way 
through this book, with only occasional 
directions to guide us.

As the title  im p lies , L abyrin th  is a 
book about architectures: the architec
ture of history, of love, o f the mind, of 
w ords and ideas. T he a rch itec tu ra l 
metaphor stands for both the contempla
tive  life  and one lived  p assio n a te ly . 
Labyrinth is not only a building we can 
enter, but also a landscape inhabited by 
human passions. At the end of the poem 
"Three Swiss," one o f my favorites, the 
central architectural m etaphor and the 
em otion  o f  the a u th o r 's  w ork com e 
together flawlessly: 

you are made to speak and your words are 
sold
to beggars lost in their peregrinations 
you set a trap o f your delicate arms 
you hear old voices along the street 
footfalls over nydegg bridge 
a shadow pursues you along the arcade 
the book fo r  those who pursue 
its chambered miseries carefully 
reveals at length what morrisot 
one o f the two suicides 
left to be discovered 
in the climax
o f his architecture/in his strange
investigations o f
pain
and time
T hough  th is  book  is  a dazz lin g  

dem onstration o f the writer's skill, it is 
his humanity and compassion that light 
its interior.

Scott M inar is an assistant proffessor 
o f  English in Creative Writing at Elmira 
College.
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T elling  S e n te n c e s

Jon Michaud
Stories in the Worst Way
Gary Lutz
Knopf, 162 pages, $21.00

Drown
Ju n o t Diaz
Riverhead, 208 pages, $12.00, paper

Women with Men
Richard Ford 
Knopf, 255 pages, $23.00

The well-turned phrase has always been a 
crucial element in the short story, particularly 
the American short story. From William 
Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway to Grace 
Paley and Raymond Carver, the pleasure of 
reading a short story has come as much from a 
writer’s agility with the telling phrase as it has 
from the total effect of the composition. A sin
gle sentence by one of these writers can bear 
the weight of their entire oeuvre and say as 
much as a whole story by a lesser peer “There 
were two husbands disappointed by eggs.” or 
“A man without hands came to the door to sell 
me a photograph of my house.”

More recently, it seems that the opening, or 
“attack” sentence of a story has assumed a 
place of particular importance for many writ
ers and the editors who publish them. In a cal
culated ploy to grab the reader’s distracted and 
shrinking attention, writers are getting more 
and more outrageous with their first lines. Per
haps the most accomplished practitioner of 
this kind of opening sentence is Thom Jones, 
whose story “Way Down Deep In the Jungle,” 
begins like this: “Dr. Koestler’s baboon, 
George Babbitt, liked to sit near the foot of the 
table when the physician took his evening 
meal and eat a paste the doctor had made con
sisting of ripe bananas and Canadian Mist 
whiskey.” In a variation on this trend, two 
recent stories by Donald Antrim and Rick 
Moody, both published in The New Yorker, 
have featured sentences longer than this 
review. The sheer mass of these sentences is 
enough to attract the reader’s eye and send it 
scurrying through the print for the elusive stop. 
And even though a recent article in The Nation 
argued that sentences in books published in 
America have been shrinking over the last 50 
years, the short, choppy sentence popularized 
by Hemingway and revived by Carver seems

to be unfashionable right now. So does the 
short book. Those slim tides that were so pop
ular a few years ago—Einstein's Dreams, 
Vox, Damage—have been replaced in the last 
few months by best-selling literary monsters 
like Infinite Jest, Mason & Dixon and most 
recently Don DeLillo’s Underworld. We are 
now in a period of maximalism. With this in 
mind, it might be interesting to look at three 
recent collections of stories by writers who do 
not fit easily into any of the current trends in 
fiction.

The first writer, Gary Lutz, clearly has 
ambitions as a sentence artist, though not of 
the long and mellifluous variety practiced by 
Antrim and Moody. Here are a few examples 
of opening sentences from his book, Stories in 
the Worst Way: “What could be worse than 
having to be seen resorting to your own life?” 
‘The trouble with coming was that I actually 
did arrive somewhere.” “For the sake of argu
ment, know everything about me.” Often sur
real, these sentences, like the title of the book, 
have a wry self-deprecating humor. They are 
reminiscent of Carver in their terseness, but 
there is a strain of kvetching humor in them 
that makes me think of Stanley Elkin’s work. 
But perhaps the most interesting thing about 
Lutz’s better sentences is that they often stand 
up well on their own, like punchlines from 
which the rest of the joke may be inferred.

Lutz’s world is an odd take on the old min
imalist universe of 1980s’ fiction. His charac
ters are discontented, melancholy, unattrac
tive. They live in generic places, in front of a 
vast American blankness. Houses in this book 
are not houses. They are “blunt-roofed block
like constructions with garages beneath series 
of airless rooms.” The there in Lutz’s stories 
could be anywhere. For the most part, the 
lives of his characters occur passively, 
inwardly, or in retrospect—if at all. This 
might sound tiresome, but there’s no denying 
that Lutz mounts his fictions with a certain 
demented panache. In “Devotions”, a story 
that chronicles three marriages in less than 
five pages, the narrator describes his second 
wife like this:

This was a wife with sunken teeth and runny 
eyes and a face that darkened up when she fin
ished talking. She had bangs—a blindfold, practi
cally, of black hair. Nights I watched her watch 
the babiness go out of our children.

The first two sentences are fairly rudimentary 
descriptions, but the third has hidden in its qui
etude a gut-wrenching losi. These.are Lutz’s 
best moments, these ambush sentences that 
come out of the emptiness of his world.

He manages it again in a story called “Slops”. 
The narrator is an unnamed professor who 
describes himself as “a generalist.” “What I 
taught,” he continues, “was vague and interdis
ciplinary and unchallengeable. Whatever I said 
it was bound to be correct up to a point.” This 
nameless protagonist suffers from colitis. His 
primary concern is how best to arrange his 
between-class trips to the seventeen faculty 
restrooms on campus. At the end of the stoiy he 
winds up sleeping with one of his students. 
Halfway through the act, he says to himself, 
“What was happening with this girl was this: I 
was handing her back to her boyfriend on a plat
ter.”

The problem with this collection is that not 
all of the stories render the quiet agony of their 
protagonists with this kind of poignancy. What 
you get instead, in stories such as “When You 
Get Back” and “Susceptibility”, is circular writ
ing:

This is about two people. It should not have to 
matter which two. In fact,' wherever there are 
two people, regardless of what everything 
between them might still be in spite of, this is 
bound to be the story in full.

There is no satisfaction to be gained from 
reading a passage such as that.

In “Slops”, the professor says of his students’ 
essays:

I read them hard, expecting sentences to have 
been spitefully spatchcocked into the running 
gelatinization...to check up on me, to see if I was 
really reading.

Lutz’s best stories have sentences that stand 
out in that way. They remind you that you are 
“really reading.” Unfortunately, not all of his 
stories contain such sentences.

From the un-named, nondescript people and 
places of Stories in the Worst Way, we turn to 
the seedy and often dangerous settings of Junot 
Diaz’s debut collection, Drown. The book’s 
nine short stories and one novella take place 
either in Diaz’s native Dominican Republic or 
in the less prosperous Hispanic suburbs of 
northern New Jersey. His characters are young

Dominican men, often small-time drug dealers 
and casual shoplifters. They are intelligent, but 
unambitious. They tend toward truancy and itin
erancy, squatting in abandoned apartments or 
living with their mothers in low-income housing 
projects where it always looks like it’s about to 
rain and the crack dealer is “the only full time 
commuter in the area.” The fathers of these 
young men have deserted them, usually to drink 
and chase women in Florida. One father is 
described as a “sad guy who calls...and begs for 
money.” Yet despite their bleak settings and the 
sordid lives they describe, many of the stories are 
funny and sharply observed. Here is a passage 
from the title stoiy:

My mother...is so quiet that most of the time I’m 
startled to find her in the apartment I’ll enter a 
room and she’ll stir, detaching herself from the 
cracking plaster walls, from the stained cabinets, 
and fright will pass through me like a wire. She has 
discovered the secret to silence: pouring cafe with
out a splash, walking between rooms as if gliding on 
a cushion of felt crying without a sound. You have 
traveled to the east and learned many secret things 
I’ve told her. You are like a shadow warrior. And 
you’re like a crazy, she says. Like a big crazy.

It is this unexpected wry humor that makes the 
best of these stories so enjoyable. It is laughter as 
a kind of confession, and it makes the narrators 
sympathetic because they know that they are 
imperfect and they cannot help but be what they 
are. Again and again, Diaz’s characters acknowl
edge their limitations with a shrug. In “Edison, 
New Jersey” the narrator delivers pool tables for 
a living and supplements his salary by dipping 
into his employer’s cash register

A hundred-buck haul’s not unusual for me and 
back in the day, when the girlfriend used to pick me 
up I’d buy her anything she wanted...She didn’t like 
the stealing but hell, we weren’t made out of loot 
and I liked going into a place and saying Jeva, pick 
out anything it’s yours. A hundred-buck haul’s not 
unusual. This is the closest I’ve come to feeling rich.

One of Diaz’s achievements in his best writ
ing is his economy. The stories are cut down to 
their essentials, the authorial touch judicious but 
light, the prose flowing, musical, but never extra
neous. But the book is uneven; it contains some

continued on page 11
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A Palim psest
continued, from page 1

before his death in 1983.
Foster therefore presents him self very 

much as a historian, rather than as a liter
ary critic, and in that light provides the jus
tification  for this m assive undertaking 
(The Apprentice Mage, the first of the two 
volumes, runs over 300,000 words). While 
paying praise to earlier literary and critical 
biographies, particularly those of Richard 
Ellm ann (whose “ lum inous” works, he 
concedes, “still hold the critical field”), 
Foster declares:

We are confronting a poetic genius who was 
also, both serially and simultaneously, a play
wright, journalist, occultist, apprentice politi
cian, revolutionary, stage-manager, diner- 
out, dedicated friend, confidant and lover of 
some of the most interesting people of his 
day.

The them atic and psychological 
approaches taken by Ellmann and others, 
“dazzling” as they may be, cannot ade
quately address the full range of these 
“outer” experiences as they impact one 
another, and so Foster proposes to 
reassemble these many facets of Yeats’s 
experience “both chronologically and cir
cum stantially” and thereby “restore the 
sense of a man involved in life, and in his
tory, notably in the history of his country, 
at a time of exceptional flux and achieve
ment.” As Foster sums it up: “Most bio
graphical studies of WBY are principally 
about what he wrote; this one is principal
ly about what he did.”

Foster introduces his biography by not
ing that Yeats himself also decided to write 
a history of his life, at least the first twenty 
years of it, as he approached age fifty. 
Reveries, the book Yeats produced, Foster 
dubs “a disingenuous m asterpiece,” one 
which, for Foster, says much more about 
Yeats in 1914 than it does about his life 
from 1865 to 1886. To illustrate this point, 
Foster cites the reaction of George Russell 
(AE), who had known Yeats since his art 
school days. Russell thought the so-called 
biography contained “the most vacant 
things man ever wrote.” Puzzled at what 
could have prompted Yeats to write the 
things he did, Russell continued,

The boy in the book might have become a 
grocer as well as a poet Nobody would be 
astonished if this had been issued as a novel, 
part one, to find in part two the hero had for 
some reason given up thinking of literature 
and became a merchant.

Foster, it seems, cites this reaction for 
two reasons. Russell’s conclusion about 
Yeats’s motive (‘T he present WBY is the 
result”) points to Yeats’s by-then adoption 
of a mask, an artistic persona, and provides 
Foster w ith a rationale for referring  to 
Yeats throughout the book as “WBY,” an

acronym which, in its own way, contin
ually (if subliminally) reminds the read
er that the person, character, and person
ality of Yeats was as much an imagina
tive construct as any of his poems.

The second reason goes to the heart of 
F oster’s ju stifica tion  for writing yet 
another biography of the poet Yeats, and 
one with the enormity of detail which 
this book possesses. The Apprentice  
Mage, as it happens, is also part one of a 
two-part work, and Foster is setting an 
ambitious task for himself, one which 
anticipates the second volume of this 
biography. How is it, we may ask our
selves, that the WBY we encounter here 
in the first 49 years of his life could have 
ever become one of the paramount poets 
in the English language by dint of the 
poetry he would write in the last quarter 
century of his life?

This question arises because what fol
lows is hardly hagiography. True to his 
revisionist premises, Foster reveals a 
desanctified (and therefore more 
humanly engaging) WBY. This WBY is 
only a fair-to-middling student, one who 
throughout his life could never learn 
French or Irish (or spelling in English), 
and one who early on assumed a pose of 
arrogance to mask his own sense of 
social and physical inadequacy. This 
WBY dabbles in hashish and mescal to 
stim ulate occult visions, desperately 
pursues or casually m anipulates the 
women who surround him for their sex
ual or financial support, bullies and 
soothes the Abbey Theatre actors, and 
increasingly em braces contradictory 
positions on art and politics, especially 
the politics of Irish nationalism.

On the other hand, as promised, Fos
ter p r i n t s  us a detailed, layered forma
tion of one of the outstanding poets of 
his time. He draws on Seamus Heaney’s 
analogy of the structure of a poem as a 
trellis across which one trains a vine. 
Using a two- or three-year block of 
Y eats’s life as the structure of each 
chapter, Foster trains not one, but sever
al narratives from different perspectives 
across the trellis of each short time peri
od. The result is a richly textured and 
deftly interwoven historical chronicle, 
one which distinguishes this study from 
that of Ellmann’s— and Yeats’s own— 
them atic approach to the life (“from 
young Celtic Revivalist to theatrical 
m anager to witness o f revolution to 
smiling public man”). Even more, it pro
vides Foster with a scope and a compre
hensiveness, which allows him both to 
render personalities and events in detail 
and to trace over time the strong forces 
shaping the young poet. The result is 
what Foster calls “a palimpsest of Irish- 
ness,” one which inscribes Yeats in the 
thick of his times.

The most engaging portraits are the 
women who surround, obsess, and sup

port the young Yeats. There are strong, unat
tainable women like Maud Gonne whom he 
meets at age twenty-three (there, Yeats says 
in his Autobiography, “the troubling of my 
life began”). From their meeting in 1889, 
Yeats idealized this wealthy, self-w illed, 
“advanced” (Foster’s term) nationalist. 
Unbeknownst to the then-virginal Yeats, 
Gonne was at the time involved in an affair 
with Lucien Millevoye, a French journalist 
and radical. Within three months of her meet
ing with Yeats, she became pregnant with 
M illevoye’s child. W hen the child suc
cumbed to m eningitis the next year, she 
explained to Yeats that she had adopted a son 
who died. Yeats, along with George Russell, 
attempted to assuage her grief with recourse 
to occult lore, specifically that a child could 
be reincarnated in the same family. Bizarrely 
enough, this prompted Gonne two years later 
to bring Millevoye to the memorial chapel 
she had constructed for the infant, and there 
they conceived a second child, Iseult.

Yeats would learn of these doings years 
later when he once again proposed to Gonne, 
and the revelation was enough to deflect yet 
again any hope of marriage. Given Gonne’s 
“dread of physical love,” they were to have a 
spiritual bond, to be brother and sister of the 
mind. Thus, when Gonne informed him a few 
years later that she was to marry John 
MacBride, an “advanced” Irish nationalist 
who had fought against the British in the 
Boer War, Yeats was again devastated.

Equally strong-w illed but not at all as 
inhibited was Florence Farr, the actress with 
whom Yeats had a brief affair shortly after 
Gonne’s marriage. Sexually liberated and an 
advocate of daily sexual intercourse, Farr, 
for all her admiration for the poet, seemed 
unimpressed by Yeats as a lover. As she said 
at the end of the affair: “I can do this for 
myself.”

At the other end of the spectrum, there 
were the more compliant women who were 
indeed impressed or overwhelmed by Yeats, 
and more than w illing to offer support— 
financial, sexual, or otherwise— to the by
now more well-known poet. Olivia Shake- 
spear (whose daughter Dorothy would marry 
Ezra Pound) turned from an unhappy mar
riage to become Y eats’s first lover. Later 
Mabel Dickinson, a “stage-struck but well 
connected young woman” who was practic
ing as a “medical gymnast and masseuse” 
when Yeats met her, would take up the role 
of “visiting wife” for Yeats. This affair, more 
long-lived, continued intermittently for five 
years until it ended abruptly with a pregnan
cy scare.

In terms of outright manipulation, Yeats’s 
relation with Annie Homiman, the Manches
ter heiress who provided the financial back
ing for the Abbey Theatre, seems hopelessly 
ruthless. Homiman was clearly interested in 
Yeats romantically, but Yeats, while main
taining an alluring distance, also kept a close 
eye on Horniman’s considerable wealth. At 
one point, Foster, describing the give-and- 
take of their relations at a sensitive moment

in the Abbey’s financing, says of Horni- 
man: ‘T he fish that WBY had been patient
ly playing was now brought near the bank.” 
Oliver Gogarty (the model for Buck Mulli
gan in Joyce’s Ulysses), who, along with 
the rest of Dublin, was following the lop
sided romance, produced a commemora
tive limerick:

What a pity it is that Miss Horniman 
When she wants to secure or suborn a man 

Should choose Willie Yeats 
Who still masturbates 

And at any rate isn’t a horny man.

Of the women close to Yeats at this point 
in his life, though, the most significant, and 
perhaps the most complicated, was Lady 
Augusta Gregory. Thirteen years older than 
Yeats and a widow of several years when 
they first met, Gregory began a literary col
laboration with Yeats which would continue 
for almost forty years. In addition to provid
ing Yeats with the material from Irish folk
lore and ancient epics, she extended her 
estate at Coole to the poet as a literary retreat, 
provided him with small loans as needed, and 
founded, along with Yeats and John Milling
ton Synge, the Abbey Theatre. Her stature as 
a dramatic collaborator, original playwright, 
and literary force in the Irish Renaissance is 
currently being reestimated, and Foster’s 
extended portrait of her will strengthen it fur
ther.3

What is most appealing is the savvy man
ner in which Lady Gregory deals with the 
other women in Yeats’s life. She had little 
use for Annie Homiman’s constant interfer
ence with the Abbey’s business and was 
decidedly relieved when the Quaker heiress 
withdrew her support from the theatre. While 
not sexually involved with Yeats, she offered 
him advice on how to woo and win Maud 
Gonne, even though she had decided early on 
that this was not a woman to be trusted. As 
she wrote to a friend, “I am afraid she is only 
playing with him, from selfishness and vani
ty...I don’t wish her any harm, but God is 
unjust if she dies a quiet death.” Despite this 
well-placed skepticism, Gregory later 
advised Gonne to marry John MacBride 
under English law in order to protect her own 
wealth. It was advice, in light of the trauma to 
follow, that was both appropriate and neces
sary.

3. See, for example, Mary-Lou Kohfeldt’s 
Lady Gregory: The Woman behind the Irish 
Renaissance (1985) and the recent edition of 
her work. Lady Gregory: Selected Writings, 
ed. by Lucy McDiarmid and Maureen Waters 
(1995). The renewed interest has itself become 
a site of contestation in the Irish culture wars. 
Alasdair Macrae, in his recent biography of 
Yeats, complains: “Her proper place in Irish 
letters has not yet been fully charted and in a 
recent, much-praised but narrowly Republican 
survey, A Short History o f  Irish Literature 
(1986) by Seamus Deane, she receives what 
amounts to a token mention,” in W. B. Yeats:
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of Irishness
A Literary Life (1995), 90

But behind and beyond these diverting 
individual portraits and personalities, Fos
ter also wishes to point to life-long influ
ences, ones which would start almost from 
the poet’s conception and carry over his 
entire life. The first and most pervasive of 
these was his father, John Butler Yeats. An 
unsuccessful painter and a distinctly “un- 
V ictorian” father, the elder Yeats had to 
rely on his w ife’s Pollexfen side of the 
family for support, an embarrassing depen
dence which he would eventually redirect 
toward his eldest son. John Butler Yeats’s 
real patrimony, however, was his sensibili
ty. On the one hand, he had no patience 
with what passed for traditional education 
at the time and thus encouraged his son’s 
desultory learning; on the other, he was a 
rationalist who chafed at his son’s penchant 
for vagueness and obsessive interest in the 
occult.

Still, he was an artist who read widely 
and critically, who invariably chose writers 
as his friends, and who transferred a good 
deal of his own deferred literary ambition 
to his son. (“I think your birth,” he told him 
many years later, “was the first great event 
in my life”.) In the impoverished London 
domicile in which the elder Yeats raised his 
family, he continually urged his children to 
find en tertainm ent in observation and 
imagination. As Foster puts it, “The tradi
tional Yeats im peratives of disciplined, 
im aginative, m erciless observation and 
good conversation were imposed by JBY 
on the household, wherever they were.”

One should also note that, aside from the 
poet himself, John Butler Yeats (“JBY”) is 
the only other person in this biography who 
receives such acronymic distinction. ‘This 
is not only a matter of convenience,” Foster 
informs us; “They were both, in their ways, 
Achieved and astonishing personalities.” 
And thus the acronyms provide a subtle 
and constant reminder throughout the vol
ume that WBY was, for all the fractious 
competition between the two, very much 
JBY’s son.

The second enduring influence on the 
developing poet was his Irish  P ro tes
tantism, an influence which, in Foster’s 
revisionist view, had more to do with the 
“ethos” of family, class, and money than 
with doctrinal belief. Speaking of the mar
riage of JBY to Susan Pollexfen, Foster 
notes:

But it led to the union of two original and dis
tinctive families, which together embrace the 
ethos of mid-Victorian Protestant Ireland.
The Yeatses had their past aristocratic asso
ciations, Trinity College culture, remnants of 
landed property and well-bred fastidiousness; 
the Pollexfens seem more reminiscent of the 
“New England” settlers of an earlier period, 
tough-minded townsmen, impatient with the 
pretensions of the Yeats connection.

In terms of the son, even as Yeats rose to 
fame as the poet of the new Ireland, Foster 
notes, “he was also a product of the ancien 
regime: Victorian, Protestant, Ascendancy 
Ireland. And his childhood and youth were 
punctuated by the events which charted its 
decline.” Placing this decline in the context 
of the political legislation and maneuverings 
of the day, Foster observes: “from the 
1860’s on, a sense of cultural and social 
marginalization and insecurity haunted the 
Irish Protestant universe, as the new world 
of self-confident Catholic democracy took 
over Irish public life.”

Interestingly enough, Foster sees this 
decline of the Ascendancy class as connect
ed to what he calls “a particular tradition of 
Irish Protestant interest in the occult, which 
stretched back through Sheridan Le Fanu 
and Charles Maturin, took in WBY’s con
temporary Bram Stoker, and carried forward 
to Elizabeth Bowen.” This interest in the 
occult, he suggests, may be seen on one 
level as “a strategy for coping with contem
porary threats (Catholicism plays a strong 
part in all their fantasies), and on another as

a search for psychic control.” The sense of 
displacement was particularly acute for the 
Yeatses, since the family “had anticipated 
the decline of a whole subculture.”4 Thus, 
Foster grafts Yeats’s subsequent life-long 
interest in the occult to the Ascendancy 
class in decline from which he sprang.

Despite the fact that Yeats, as a young 
nationalist, had separated himself political
ly from the staunch antinationalism posi
tion of the majority of Irish Protestants, 
especially the conservative Dublin Union
ists, an elitist sense of disdain toward the 
emerging Catholic middle class, the core of 
the “advanced” nationalist movement, 
becomes more evident in his writings and 
lectures. This is the Yeats, freshly returned 
from a speaking tour in American sporting 
a ch inchilla  coat and a newly acquired 
paunch, whom George M oore would 
famously savage in his memoirs (“And we 
asked ourselves why our W illie Yeats 
should feel h im self called upon to 
denounce his own class; m illers and 
shipowners on one side and on the other a 
portrait painter of distinction”).

Still, there were for Yeats deep provoca
tions which pushed him further into an isolat
ed, aristocratic stance. Maud Gonne’s dra
matic separation from MacBride (she 
charged him with seducing her 17-year-old 
half sister and molesting her daughter Iseult, 
then 11 years old) set Yeats against the 
advanced nationalists, many of whom took 
M acBride’s side. The sensational riots 
attending the opening of Synge’s Playboy o f 
the Western World at the Abbey were orches
trated by Sinn Fein, the Catholic nationalist 
organization, and, in Yeats’s view, the vio
lence was symptomatic of a cultural intoler
ance endemic to the class. The Catholic mid
dle-class resistance to the construction of a 
picture gallery for the painting collection of 
Hugh Lane, led by William T. Murphy—the 
newspaper mogul who, 20 years earlier, had 
rallied public opinion against the Protestant 
nationalist Parnell and had more recently 
opposed theTransport W orkers strike in 
Dublin—both indicted and

4. See also Foster’s essay, “Protestant Magic: 
W. B. Yeats and the Spell of Irish Histoty,” in 
Paddy and Mr. Punch (1993), 212 - 232.

sealed the entire group as philistines.
Yeats records his bittemessMn “September 

1913,” a poem which Foster says “stands with 
the great polemics of literature,” and one which 
has generated a good deal of controversy. The 
opening stanza takes deadly aim at a class whose 
ideals of nationalism have been debased by 
commercial and religious avarice:

What need you, being come to sense,
But fumble in a greasy till 
And add the halfpence to the pence 
And prayer to shivering prayer, until 
You have dried the marrow from the bone?
For men were bom to pray and save:
Romatic Ireland's dead and gone,
It's with O'Leary in the grave.

As Foster notes, the phrase, “by the light of a 
holy candle” which had followed “groping in a 
greasy till” in an initial draft but was omitted in 
the published text, makes it clear that Yeats’s 
“target was Catholic piety as much as commer
cial vulgarity.” The poem goes on to valorize the 
exemplary deeds of three eighteenth-century 
Irish Protestants, whose selfless patriotism 
would, alas, be misunderstood by modem vul
garians as misguided sexual longing.

The fact that Yeats omits the struggles and 
exploits of the many Catholic nationalists in the 
18th and 19th century, along with the fact that 
Yeats had not attended O’Leary’s funeral in 
1907 (“In Irish society, a notable and deliberate 
gesture," Foster observes), has provoked the ire 
of the literary revisionists. For them, Yeats 
should be seen, then and now, as a snobby 
poseur who wraps himself in the imaginary 
chinchilla of the Protestant Ascendancy.

Others, in response, have noted that the mod
em exemplar of nationalism in the poem is the 
Catholic John O’Leary, a person whom Yeats 
and his father admired for his political pluralism, 
one which respected and encouraged both 
Catholic and Protestant nationalism. Yeats had 
had a falling out with O’Leary, who had sup
ported MacBride in the separation proceedings, 
which were not finalized until the summer of 
1906, and thus Yeats’s absence from O’Leary’s 
funeral the following year should be seen in light 
of his unwavering support for Maud Gonne.

Even so, it is clear from the letters Yeats had 
earlier sent to Maud Gonne vigorously discour
aging her marriage that he was as appalled at her

conversion to Catholicism as he was at her 
choice of MacBride. As he wrote in his 
attempt to dissuade her, “You represent a 
superior class, a class whose people are more 
independent, have a more beautiful life, a 
more refined life.” Should she marry 
MacBride, she would be “thrust down...to a 
lower order of faith.” This class consciousness 
and cultural elitism, presented as the “ethos” of 
a Protestant superiority in the face of the rising 
Catholic middle class, runs through Responsi
bilities (1914), the volume of poems whose 
publication marks the end of this portion of the 
biography.

In addition, the opening epigraph of that 
volume, addressed apologetically to his “old 
fathers,” his Protestant ancestors on both sides 
of the family, seems to speak of a poet at the 
end of the productive phase of his career

Pardon that for a barren passion's sake, 
Although 1 have come close on forty-nine,
I have no child, I have nothing but a book, 
Nothing but that to prove your blood and mine.

To paraphrase George Russell’s response to 
Yeats’s autobiography of his childhood, the 
person portrayed here might have as easily 
turned out to be a bumt-out, self-aggrandizing 
bigot as one of the finest poets of the twentieth 
century. Who could predict that the Yeats we 
see here at age 49 would subsequently marry 
and have children, become a Senator in the 
new Irish Free State, and write the astonishing 
poems of his later life? Foster has said that one 
of the themes which runs through this biogra
phy is the “delight in what is unforeseen,” and 
surely what could not be foreseen by anyone in 
1914 is the transformation which both the poet 
and the country would undergo within two 
years.

The day after Easter, 1916, a small, poorly 
equipped army of Irish nationalists would 
cany out a short-lived rebellion against British 
rule. The rebellion would be quickly crushed 
by the British Army, and 15 of its leaders exe
cuted by firing squads. While most Irish citi
zens originally opposed the outbreak of vio
lence, the executions of these leaders, drawn 
from the same Catholic middle class Yeats had 
virulently derided in 1914, produced dismay 
and outrage. The snob who had no use for the 
Catholic shopkeepers with their greasy tills 
two years earlier would reluctantly but memo
rably reach inside himself to acknowledge a 
fundamental change in his understanding of 
the Ireland he had been a part in shaping. Yeats 
would see those same “vivid faces” rising 
from their counters and desks change “utterly” 
from drab, ordinary people into doomed, hero
ic dreamers capable of a bewildering “excess 
of love” which would cost them their lives. 
Even John MacBride, the “drunken, vainglori
ous lout” who so embittered this poet and who 
was one of the executed would be named:

I write it out in a verse—
MacDonagh and MacBride 
And Connolly and Pearse 
Now and in time to be,
Wherever green is worn,
Are changed, changed utterly:
A terrible beauty is bom.

Every schoolchild in Ireland knows 
Yeats’s “Easter, 1916”; it stands next to the 
1916 Proclamation of Independence as a 
triumphant and straightforward affirmation 
of the birth of the Irish Free State.

It remains for R. F. Foster, in the comple
mentary volume of this superb biography, 
to situate this literary landmark of the mod
em Irish Republic in its culturally conflict
ed but utterly human context. But the trans
form ation from  “September, 1913” to 
“Easter, 1916” is only one of the startling 
changes to come. If this first volume is an 
indication of what to expect, this Yeats 
biography, when complete, will also prove 
an illuminating revision of the cultural his
tory of modem Ireland just as it came into 
being.

Kevin Murphy teaches English at Ithaca 
College.
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Tired of Entering
John Bowers

The Errancy
Jo rie  G raham
T h e Ecco Press
112 pages, $22.00 cloth

As American poetry chums restlessly back and forth between the oversimplified profound 
and the overwrought sublime, the latest inductee into the pantheon of the living great in the lat
ter category is Jorie Graham. Last year’s winner of the Pulitzer Prize for poetry, recipient of a 
McArthur award (among other prestigious grants and awards), co-runner of the poetry division 
of the famed Writers’ Workshop of the University of Iowa, recently named one of the twelve 
chancellors of the Academy of American Poets, championed vocally by America’s Critic Lau
reate Helen Vendler, and the subject of a recent profile in The New Yorker (subtitled “Why 
Jorie Graham is the most celebrated American poet of her generation”), there is—at the tender 
age of 47—hardly a mountain left for her to scale in the rarefied atmosphere of the American 
poetry establishment.

So what’s all the fuss about? Is it likely that fifty years from now Jorie Graham will loom as 
large on the poetic horizon as she does now? Does she rank with acknowledged mentors such 
as Milton, Donne, Dickinson, Hopkins, Eliot, Crane, Stevens and Bishop? Or is she merely 
trendy— the poetic equivalent of junk bonds— her forbears the likes of Edna St. Vincent Mil- 
lay, Conrad Aiken and Dame Edith Sitwell? The author of The New Yorker article Carefully 
finesses categorical judgment, preferring to rely on the opinions of others and— in accordance 
with current cultural norms—to focus on her exotic (if somewhat eccentric) personality and her 
glamorous family and social connections. “I think she’s a genius,” avers her friend the poet 
Mark Strand and describes her work by saying, “She writes big poetry.” (Evidently bigger is 
now better in poetry, as it has been for some time in the visual arts.) Though a few sour notes 
are sounded, notably from the poet Richard Howard (himself a McArthur award winner), they 
come across in the context of the article as little more than sour grapes. One is left with the clear 
impression that Graham is the real thing, a writer of genius, though one who is difficult enough 
never to become an icon of popular culture, as befits the inheritor of the mantle of T.S. Eliot and 
Wallace Stevens.

The most striking feature of Graham’s three previous books— The End o f Beauty (1987), 
Region o f  Unlikeness (1991), and Materialism (1993)— was the confluence of the purely per
sonal with large chunks of Myth, History and Philosophy. Increasingly ambitious, these vol
umes attempt to discern in the poet’s personal history—and even in her very perceptions—a 
reflection of cultural, intellectual and material history. In her latest volume, The Errancy, this 
process is carried out to its logical conclusion, as she tries to interweave the personal with noth
ing less than the Spiritual, the title itself representing (apparently) in the form of a rather awk
ward Latinate neologism a reification of the spiritual quest of the “knight errant.” Likewise, 
there are, as she explains in the notes (obligatory in serious poetry), poems inspired by 
M agritte’s painting of Pascal’s coat, by Emmanuel Levinas’ philosophy, by Piero della 
Francesca’s “Resurrection”, and so forth. (I particularly like the disingenuous remark in the 
Notes that “there is no need to recognize [the latter—JSB] here, but it provides this particular 
rendition of the sleep of the soldiers at Christ’s grave.” If there’s no need to recognize it, then 
why mention it?) Steven Schiff in his New Yorker artjqle suggests that what is new in this lat
est work is “the notion that we construct ourselves out of the stuff we take in through our sens
es.” But of course this is not a new idea at all: it is one of the foundations, whether explicitly or 
implicitly, of the main line of early modernist poetry. In this respect at least, Graham’s writing 
represents a not unwelcome return to the ambitions of poetry at the beginning of the century 
and away from various post-war movements, such as the stridently personal writing of the so- 
called “confessional” and “beat” poets, the formalistic ventures of the “language” poets, and 
the more traditional ambitions of recent neo-formalist poets.

But though there are echoes in Graham’s poetry of modem masters such as Eliot, Pound, and 
Stevens, I will suggest that, whereas their work produced a radically new approach to the writ
ing of poetry, hers represents a highly mannered and artificial inversion of this particular strain 
of modernist writing— a decadent version of what was once a vital enterprise. One clue to what 
is going on here lies in the proliferation of Latinate-derived abstract nouns, as for example in 
the first few lines of “That Greater Than Which Nothing”:

Even the plenitude is tired of the magnanimous, disciplined, 
beached eye in 

its thrall Even the accuracy 
is tired — the assimilation tired — 
of entering the mind.
The reader is tired.
Ia m  so very tired.
Whom will this worry henceforth —  radiant striation of hall-light on 

pillowcase —
who will receive it —
couch, table, half-open drawer, the granulated dark in it, 
the cup, the three glasses —  stupefying promises roe are supposed to 

receive —
The glance? braiding and braiding the many promises of vision 7 
The glance, however exiled, wanting nevertheless only to come fu ll term 

into the absolute
orphanhood? Do you  really w a n t to  die? (boldface added— BP)

What are we to make of these personified abstract nouns, combined with the definite article (the 
plenitude, the accuracy, the assimilation, the absolute orphanhood), as if to suggest that these 
concepts are individuals previously known to us—old friends, as it were? We have no choice, 
it seems to me, but to view them as actors in a kind of abstract drama, a very peculiar drama in 
which the characters are not people or things but concepts. Rather than starting with the con
crete—a point on which the early modernists were quite insistent— and generalizing (if at all) 
from it, Graham wishes to move in the opposite direction: to derive the particular from the gen
eral. It is a kind of parody of the process of theorizing, a poetic analogue of theory construction, 
in which one starts with an abstract model and then looks for empirical phenomena to instanti
ate it. Thus in the passage above, we start with the general premise that these abstract individ
uals such as “the accuracy” and “the assimilation” are “tired...of entering the mind” and deduce 
the particular conclusion that various individuals who presumably possess minds, among them 
“the reader” and “I” (the speaker), are tired. Likewise, it is “the plenitude” that is “tired of 
the...eye in its thrall”, rather than the reverse. And in answer to the question “Who will this [i.e. 
“radiant striation of hall-light on pillowcase”] worry henceforth?,” it is speculated that it is “the 
glance” that this will worry— an abstraction, that is, rather than an individual.

We now have at least the beginnings of an explanation for many of the characteristic features

of Graham’s highly mannered rhetoric: the elephantine piling of abstraction on abstraction, the 
relentless embedding of appositives within appositives, the deliberately awkward piling up of 
grammatical particles (“Whom will this worry henceforth...,” “...wanting nevertheless only to 
come full term...,” etc.), the aggressive preponderance of nominals, interpolated by short, melo
dramatic lines, often in the first-person (“I am so very tired.”), containing meta-commentary 
(“The reader is tired.”), or addressed to another (“...Do you really want to die?”) Because she 
starts from the abstract and descends to the concrete— almost a complete reversal of the proce
dure of the early modernists— her style comes out as a (perhaps unintended) parody of abstract 
academic discourse. For Graham, it is ideas that are alive and the details of personal experience 
are simply a confirmation of their reality. The main problem with this procedure, as I see it, is 
that it does not result in a genuinely new style arising naturally from the resources of language 
itself, but rather in an artificially imposed one derived from an a priori and rather unnatural con
ception of what poetry is. Hence its baroque complexity: this is a terminal style, a style in 
extremis, a style that can go no further, a style that is infatuated with itself and its own pecu
liarities. It is a style that is impossible to parody because it parodies itself.

Another symptomatic feature of Graham’s discourse, particularly prominent in this volume, 
is her liberal use of italicization, a means of emphasis that runs a huge risk of degenerating into 
staginess and pseudo-profundity if employed too frequendy and without sufficient discrimina
tion. Here is a representative passage from the beginning of “The Guardian Angel of the Pri
vate Life”:

All this was -written on the next day’s list.
On which the busyness unfurled its cursive roots, 
pale but effective,
and the long stem of the necessary, the sum of events, 
built-up its tiniest cathedral ..Or is it the sum of what takes place ?
I f  I  lean down, to whisper, to them,
down into their gravitational field, there where they head busily on 
into the woods, laying the gifts out one by one, onto the path, 
hoping to be on die air. 
hoping to please the children —

Further down the page in this same poem, yet another ‘significant’ phrase gets italicized:

— the heart
formulating its alleyways of discovery, 
fussing about the integrity o f the ivhole,

and halfway down the second page we find: ...What quail-like giant tail of/promises, pleiades, 
psalters, plane-trees,/ what parapets petalling-forth the invisible/into the world of th ings/.. Why 
does Graham find it necessary to poke the reader in the ribs at intervals and alert her breath
lessly to the significance of the phrase, as though the text was maybe just a bit too difficult to 
get without a few pointers? One possible explanation is that these lengthy, syntactically com
plex, highly abstract passages are simply too difficult to follow without some respite. Perhaps 
the italicized phrases function to break up the uninterrupted flow, creating prominences that 
allow the reader to partition the discourse into more manageable sections, while at the same 
time serving to recapitulate and summarize the preceding material. Unfortunately, the unin
tended side-effect, almost comic at times, is to burden these (frequently quite banal) phrases 
with a weight they simply cannot bear.

In addition to her penchant for abstract nouns, Graham is addicted to clotted knots of com
pound nouns and modifiers, as well as to obscure or archaic nouns and awkward nonce-words. 
Here are just a few examples from the poem quoted above: “into an escape-route-width of sun,” 
“with this jubilation of manyness,” "a burning-bush’s worth of spidery, up-ratcheting, tender- 
cling leaves,” “the bright mock-stairwaying up of the posthumous leaves,” “it filters in with its 
flashlight-beam, its holy-water-tinted air,” etc. Used sparingly or for very special purposes, 
such morphological heavy artillery can be effective, but under constant and relentless bom
bardment the mind soon becomes numbed to the potential meaning of such word-clusters and 
they turn into mere noise.

Of course simply enumerating the formal properties of a difficult and obscure style does not 
in itself necessarily constitute legitimate criticism of a poet’s work. In art, the end may well jus
tify the means and genuinely new work (trite but true) is often difficult to understand at first. In 
Graham’s case, however, I believe that the complexities of her style often do not reflect gen
uine complexity of thought and feeling, but rather mask an underlying obscurity. There is a 
willfulness in these poems— almost a kind of violence— as though one could, simply by 
stretching and deforming language to the limit, generate truths that are simultaneously person
al and universal. Yet more often than not I find that the tactic fails and the poems end up com
municating nothing at all— or at least nothing that I can really understand. I often feel, after 
reading one of these works, that though I have been, momentarily, in the presence of a process 
of some sort, it is one whose meaning and significance are quite obscure to me.

It may be tempting to imagine—and has in fact been suggested by some— that what Graham 
is attempting to do with her violent alternations between abstract and concrete, with her endless 
ellipses, dashes and appositions, is to mimic the process of thought itself. If so, the results are 
nothing at all like thought— at least in my experience— assuming that it is even possible to 
catch more than an occasional glimpse of one’s own thought processes. It seems more likely 
that her intent is to enact the very process of poetic creation itself, to produce a text that neces
sarily involves the reader in the process of its creation. Helen Vendler remarks in one of her 
essays that Graham’s verse “is the verbal equivalent of Action painting in words.” Contrasting 
poems of this sort with poems “in the past tense,” she notes that the latter “are containers for 
understood experience rather than a precarious enacting of experience as it is being under
gone.” If this analogy is correct, then we should see Graham’s use of words and phrases as 
analogous to the drips and splatters in a Jackson Pollock painting. The problem with this view 
of poetry is that whereas paint has no intrinsic meaning and can therefore be used non-repre- 
sentationally with perfect consistency, language is inherently meaningful. And though poets 
can (and do) stretch language to the limits of its potential, there is a point beyond which a text 
simply degenerates into nonsense.

Though Graham does seem to respect these limits more than some other experimental writ
ers such as Bernstein and Ashbery, it is a temptation which she is not immune to, the more so 
because the highly abstract language she favors is difficult to control. Take, for example, the 
first half page or so of “Against Eloquence”:

Then there was the sense of a vectored landing — very fast.
We decided it was speed after all that could carry us.
We decided to decide. The drowse lifted. Something resembling 

air
glinted. Elsewhere a violin —  alone just done rvarming up, 
the lovely sequencing beginning stillness decomposing
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the Mind
page 9_________________________

where the notes rise up into it. And in the alcove two people in black 
kissing a long time. And the frontier where the notes pulse, fringe, 

then fray
the very same stillness we place our outlines 
in, the very same one we have to breathe, and flare our tiny 

nets of words
into (who’s there) (what do you hear?)(what hear?)(still 
there?) —  the very same —  we listen in there — 
the zero glistens— the comma holds—
Flames behind where the siren goes off 
where someone is killed but only by accident so you are free to 

cross the street now —
Though there seems to be a drift of meaning of some kind here, it is certainly not easy to say 

with any precision what it is and it would not surprise me in the least if some future critic were 
to conclude that such passages consist mostly of impressionistic word-collage rather than true 
poetic thought.

Quite a few of the poems in this volume might be viewed as an attempt to represent in lan
guage purely internal psychological processes that are essentially non-verbal in nature. Some 
of these I find quite interesting and the best ones have a curiously dramatic narrative power that 
could conceivably point the way toward a genuinely new way of using language in poetry. The 
poem “Untitled One”, quoted in its entirety below, is perhaps the most explicit and clearly 
developed example of this kind of internal drama:

A curtain rose. I  felt an obligation.
I  tried to feel the thing that blossoms in me, 
here in my seat, assigned, 
the whole world intelligently lit 
up there in front of me.
I  tried to feel the untitled thing that blossoms in me.
The abnegation that doesn’t stutter, not at all, not once.
Or no, that stutters once and once only.
What the days are a rehearsal for. breathe in, breathe out.
What the held breath is ventriloquial for, 
the eyes quickly shut then scribbled 

back open
again — rasping martyrdom —
the glance once again shouldering the broadcast out there, the loud

fla t broadcast,
the glance ambushed once again by the apparent warmth of the picture.
I  blinked. Tomorrow came. Nothing came true.
Birds scattered and the minutes clucked, single-file.
Daggering talkative, the breaths ministered to nothingness.
A tight bond, theirs. An hysterical love. Never mind the things said — 
those robberies. I  love you, they said. Or in a broader sense 
this example suggests... /  tried to feel the days go on without me.
Walking in the park: a small tin of shoe-polish
nestled in the grass. From over the trees
the names of people were called out via loudspeaker.
Then there were numbers: the score, incessant coarse ribbon, floated by

elegantly,
then smeared itself all over the sky...
The small hole inside I ’m supposed to love:
I  tried to house it —  no, I  tried to gorge it.
I  hovered round it with sentences to magnify the drama.
I  cloaked it with waiting. I  whispered don't be afraid 
and petitioned it with rapture —  the plumed thing— the cross-dressed 
lingering—  dramatic —  all my thin secrets giddy, 
all my whispers free-spending...Tomorrow came.
Slowly it scattered. Then it came again —  first fragile, eyes closed,
then, peeling away its cellophane, eyes trialing open,
it did it again —  and each time so easy; first blurring a bit, then, nearing 5,
the sparrows ascribble, the magnet rising tomorrow
starting to strip itself dean again o f itself. But casuaUy. Tirelessly.
And without innuendo, fu st oh so plucky.
Peeling the minutes off, the little white -worms.
Quavering up to a strong fine whiteness.
Higjh varnish. Yet noncommittal 
Giving thanks —  or so it
seemed —  then backing away, unexpurgated, sort of dis

figured.
Then, again, tomorrow came. Never a chorus, only the hero.
And tomorrow, and tomorrow.
One after another, up into the floodlights.
I  tried to feel the story grow, name by name,
one at a time. My eyes grew heavy, I  could fed  my attention slipping.
I  tried to shoulder the whole necklace of accidents.
I  waited for them all to reappear at the end.
To take a bow. All at once. A ll together. That I  might remember.
Though this poem exhibits many o f the faults discussed earlier (note, for example, the 

ugly and virtually unpronounceable nonce word “ventriloquial”), it is nevertheless an 
interesting attempt to imagine the meaning of time and the form that time gives exis
tence. The effort ends in failure, as it must, because though we feel strongly that our 
lives are meaningful, that they make a kind of narrative sense, we are only privileged to 
catch fleeting glim pses of what that meaning m ight be like. In making the attempt, 
however, som ething is revealed— some inkling o f what it means to be human, to be 
alive.

Given the particularly abstract and complex way that Graham uses language, it will 
perhaps come as no surprise that many of her poems turn crucially on the description of 
an act of violence. In this respect, her writing is very much of our age. It seems that in 
contemporary culture violence is a kind o f universal language understood by everyone 
which can always be relied on to produce an effect if all else fails. Graham understands 
very well that philosophy can be made much more interesting to modem readers if it is 
com bined with the titillation of violence and, conversely, that violence can be legit
imized as a subject of artistic inquiry by linking it with philosophy. Thus her poetry quite

often manifests (though in a somewhat rarefied form) the sensationalism and voyeurism 
endemic in current-day popular culture. Some of the uses she has made of violence in past 
work have been quite suspect. In Materialism, for example, there is a disturbing section in 
which a sort of moral equivalence appears to be drawn between the death of her dog and the 
Nazi death camps. Though such an interpretation surely was not intended, others have 
expressed similar qualms about this particular section. (See, for example, Richard Howard’s 
comments quoted in the New Yorker article cited earlier.)

In this volume, there are two poems that deal directly with acts of violence. “Motive Elu
sive” attempts to convey the state of mind of a child present in the same room where its moth
er is being raped. Despite the fact that the situation being described is highly ambiguous (the 
poem starts out: "It turns out the child was not really watching/while its mother was raped. 
The child/was distracted. It didn't recall.") and that the poem somehow manages to finish on a 
hopeful note (it ends: “do not fear for the child/its gold is hid.”), I find this poem morally dubi
ous because it is presumptuous to suppose that anyone, even an artist, can truly represent the 
mind of a child in such a situation. Hence to presume to do so is to exploit violence for its own 
sake. The primary purpose of this poem, in other words, is to give the reader, albeit in a com
paratively refined manner, the vicarious “thrill” of inhabiting the child victim’s mind.

The second poem, “Emergency”, is more complex. It has four parts. In the first section, writ
ten in the first person, a woman describes a walk along a riverbank on a moonless night. The 
description is lyrical, even pastoral, though not without hints of unease. The second part is a 
dialogue between the woman and the river; the river questions the woman’s desire to lose her
self in it and urges her to return to the city and “...catch-up with the story, where you left off, /that 
is the only subject of your poem,/you have no other form but story,/and various assortments of cause 
and effect’’ The third section begins without warning as follows:

When she hit the child she felt something multiply.
Looking around the room everything seemed to want to be killed.
The shadows the shelves laid on the floor 
were the heaviest thing she could imagine.
They clotted up in her, those grainy streaks.
She didn’t know what not to do.
She turned the light off, tried to be stiU.
She knew i f  it cried again, she couldn’t be hdped.
She tried to put herself back into herself.
She prayed to God the child not cry.
The river outside made the zvaiting harder.

and continues for another page and a half, describing the state of mind of the woman who 
has hit her child and ending with the refrain:

She prayed to silence the child not cry.
She prayed to the wall the child not cry.
The fourth section is a somewhat confused meditation on the two protagonists: the woman 

on the riverbank in the first section (represented as “I”) and the woman who hit her child in the 
third section (represented as “she”). Also involved are the river and an addressee (“you”) 
whose identity is less clear. It begins with the line: “Let us pray. Why? Let us pray to be a tor
pid river, Lord.” Interpolated in the middle of this meditation is the story of Pascal’s coat The 
story is that Pascal had his sister sew into the sleeve of the coat he was buried in, without her
self reading it, a piece of paper on which was written tire irrefutable proof of the existence of 
God. Graham’s account emphasizes the sister’s role (’’the secret in the fold and in her hands 
—  not in her mind —”). The poem ends with the question: “what should the woman do/to keep 
herself in character/that she might love?”

This poem, while less obviously exploitative than “Motive Elusive”, nevertheless raises sim
ilar kinds of questions, the most pressing of which is: what is the relation between the two 
(three, if we include Pascal’s sister) women? The meditative final section, while suggestive, is 
quite obscure and difficult to interpret. At one point the following lines occur: 

let us pray, let us switch off the light and hide again, 
yet further this time, from
ourselves. From /  and you and she. Poorest devils...
The reference to switching off the light refers to one of the actions of the woman who hit her 

child. Hence these lines would seem to imply some sort of moral equivalence not only between 
the two protagonists of the poem (as well as the unknown addressee “you”), but between them 
and “us” as well, the implication being that we arc all tempted to ‘hide from ourselves.’ Yet this 
equivalence does not seem to have been adequately demonstrated, merely asserted. In 
what sense is the situation of the woman walking in the dark on the riverbank in order to 
avoid returning to her “story” like that o f the woman abusing her child and switching off 
the light to hide from her pwn action? Are both women (along with the rest of us) “poor
est devils,” merely by virtue of being human? This either reduces the very different moral 
situations in which people find themselves to the platitudinous sentiment that because we 
are all human, we are therefore all subject to the same temptations, or else it asserts some 
deeper equivalence between the situations of the two woman— a conclusion that the text 
hints at but fails to justify. The point is that one has to earn the right to compare one’s 
moral situation with that o f another. Suppose we grant that it is in some sense cowardly to 
flee from one’s “story” to the dark of the riverbank to seek solace and that it is also cow
ardly (though in a very different sense) to hit a child in frustration. Does that imply that 
the two actions are morally equivalent? The poem appears to blur these potentially crucial 
distinctions, leaving one with the uneasy feeling that the tragedy of child abuse has in 
some subtle way been appropriated and exploited by the first-person narrator o f the poem.

Despite the extravagant claims that have been made for Jorie Graham ’s status as a 
major American poet, I remain skeptical. She certainly does not lack the requisite ambi
tion, but too m uch o f her w riting strikes me as nothing m ore than em pty rhetoric. 
Looked at with even a moderately dispassionate eye, her style appears florid, bombas
tic, overblown, awkward and idiosyncratic. There is a lack of rigor in her reasoning— a 
fair criticism for a poet as engaged with philosophical discourse as she is— and an insen
sitivity to the subtler rhythms of language that suggest to me that her work will date very 
quickly. A fter receiving the Pulitzer Prize, Graham  m ade an appearance on PB S’s 
“News-Hour with Jim Lehrer.” At the end of the interview, Lehrer asked her to read a 
Shakespeare sonnet. It was one of the worst public readings I have ever heard. Graham 
read the lines as though they were prose, with no sense at all o f the subtleties of Shake
speare’s meter and rhythm. Perhaps she was nervous, perhaps the request was unex
pected, perhaps she simply read Shakespeare as she would have read one of her own 
poems. Who knows? For me, however, the performance only confirmed the suspicion 
that her own hypertrophied prose poems will turn out in the long run to be little more 
than a passing fashion.

John  Bowers is a professor in the Linguistics department at Cornell.
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Belfast Boy
continued from page 3 

do: We hear the Wizard asking us to ignore 
the man behind the curtain . And since 
Adams claims to tell the truth about Ulster 
during the sixties and seventies, this prob
lem is even more serious than it would be 
in a less politicized story. We get vivid, 
first-hand details of British torture meth
ods, but there is no descrip tion  or even 
m ention o f the ways, no less brutal, in 
which the IRA tortures those who run afoul 
of the organization. Killings by the Royal 
U lster C onstabulary (RU C)— the local, 
overwhelmingly Protestant gendarmie — 
are recorded in minute detail, while IRA 
killings are glossed over or forgotten. The 
fact that the British and American press 
give exclusive attention to IRA violence 
doesn’t entitle Adams to ignore it. When 
the book was published last year, Adams 
was taken to task for not mentioning his 
membership in the IRA —a fact universal
ly assumed in Ulster, but which Adams still 
denies. M em ber or not, Adams is quite 
aware of how much blood the IRA has 
shed, and his neglect of that fact is disturb
ing.

Even Adams’ choice to end the book in 
1981, with the death of Bobby Sands, is 
poiitic. Granted that much of Sinn Fein’s 
current work is classified, there are still 
several undocum ented years between 
Sands’ death and the beginning of the cur

rent peace process. I doubt that security has 
much to do with this om ission. Rather, 
Sands’ death, republicanism’s most signif
icant day in the past twenty-five years, was 
probably the last completely safe place for 
Adams to end his book. Adams has no dif
ficulty exploiting the image of a young ide
alist starving himself on principle, left to 
die by a dem ocratic governm ent that 
refused to negotiate with its citizens. Need
less to say, Adams regularly appears at 
Bobby’s side, strategizing with him and 
wishing him well in Irish as his final days 
approach. The temptation for Adams to 
speak from Sands’ grave must have been 
enormous, and his submission to it is for
givable; Sands him self would doubtless 
have approved.

More questionable is Adams’s avoidance 
of the movement’s bloodier achievements 
in that decade. Adams probably has not 
found a way to explain the IRA’s notorious 
1983 bombing of Harrod’s department store 
in London, which disgraced republicanism 
as much as the hunger strike had glorified it. 
The Harrod’s bombing was the worst in a 
wave of IRA attacks in the mid-'80s against 
“soft” (that is civilian) targets throughout 
the United Kingdom. Similarly, he may not 
have known how to handle the 1988 assas
sination by British counter-terrorists of a 
band of IRA m embers at G ibralter. In 
1995, a European court convicted the

British government of execution without 
due process in this incident— a political 
setback which probably inspired John 
Major to back away from the peace process 
at the end of that year. But the IRA team 
clearly intended to bomb a military parade 
and its civilian audience; Adams may have 
not wanted to remind the public of this fact. 
Adams probably had no personal involve
ment with these incidents: his book is, 
among other things, a revealing look at how 
haphazardly political decisions are made. 
Still, we often get the feeling that Adams’ 
account is not the whole story.

Before the Dawn is an interesting and 
useful book, if not a well-written one. It is, 
so far as I know, the first account of the 
Catholic civil rights movement of the '60s 
to be written by one of its leaders. (We still 
haven’t heard from B ernadette D evlin- 
McAliskey or John Hume.) It points out 
the oft -cited similarity between national
ism and the anti-Apartheid movement, but 
it also shows nationalism as a local move
ment, as the attem pt of a community to 
defend itself against the hostility of its own 
governm ent. These are com m onplaces 
among nationalists; it takes someone like 
Adams, who has made a career out of orga
nizing that community, to show how true it 
all is.

Before the Dawn also raises the question 
of how one should write about a communi

ty. It is mainly a negative example. Adams 
rarely gets beyond his own party line: he 
has little real interest in doing so. Still, 
from time to time, some of the actual “spir
it” of the place will show through, a famil
iar quirk of speech or geography will turn
up, almost accidentally. When the Victori
an flats of Ballmurphy are to be replaced 
with Bronx-style housing projects, we see 
that Adams regrets the architectural “heart 
transplant.” And it’s not just because the 
buildings will soon be unlivable towers 
from which the RUC will snipe at the local 
population. It’s also because he grew up in 
“the M urph,” and his parents made their 
home there.

More skillful artists than Adams are cur
rently giving the global audience a bal
anced, long-overdue picture of Belfast. 
There’s no point in asking Adams to take a 
lesson from  N eil Jordan and Frank 
McGuinnes. This book was a professional 
foray; his real work lies elsew here. But 
those other writers might have some use for 
Adams’s book: he has given us a new tool 
for drawing Belfast’s troubled history.

D an C ollins is a graduate student at 
C olum bia U niversity. His work has 
appeared in the Manhattan Spirit and the 
Boston Book Review.
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apprentice writing which serves no purpose 
other than to fill the spaces between the better 
stories. The least accomplished piece is the 
novella “Negocios”, a documentary-style 
chronicle of a man emigrating from the 
Dominican Republic to Miami and then New 
Jersey. There are longwinded paragraphs of 
rudimentary exposition, and though the charac
ters are described in detail, they still seem 
vague. The action, which develops with shock
ing speed in the shorter stories, takes forever in 
the novella. We keep waiting for the payoff and 
it never comes. Part of the problem with “Nego
cios” is that it comes at the end of the book. By 
then our expectations have been raised and we 
finish the book with a taste of disappointment.

The Hispanic suburbs of New Jersey ren
dered so powerfully by Diaz are a world away 
from the New Jersey that Richard Ford used as 
the setting for his novels The Sportswriter and 
Independence Day. Those books were set in 
leafy Haddam, an imaginary town full of Tudor 
homes with tennis courts in their back yards, a 
town inhabited by people who do not need to 
steal from a cash register to feel rich. Ford’s nar
rator, Frank Bascombe, is one of the most 
gracefully loquacious voices in recent Ameri
can writing. His sentences are long-limbed, ath
letic and beautiful. But Bascombe’s voice is not 
the only one at Ford’s disposal. Ford’s first col
lection of stories, Rock Springs, featured a cast 
of Montana down-and-outs who spoke more 
carefully, with a kind of clipped eloquence, 
almost as if they were afraid of what they might 
say if they opened their mouths. Ford’s new 
book, Women With Men, is a collection of three 
novellas. Its length and style fall somewhere 
between the expansiveness of the novels and 
the reticence of the short stories.

The first novella, ‘The Womanizer”, feels 
like an aborted attempt to write about Frank 
Bascombe in Paris. It’s protagonist—a middle- 
aged, middle-class, married man from Illinois 
named Martin Austin—has the same kind of 
amoral “Existence Period” notions about love 
and Fidelity that Bascombe espoused in The 
Sportswriter. Ford describes him as “not the 
conventionally desperate man on the way out of 
a marriage that had grown tiresome...He wasn’t 
looking for a better life. He wasn’t looking for 
anything.” And yet, during a business trip to 
Paris, he expends a great deal of energy wooing 
a woman named Josephine Belliard whom he 
meets at a cocktail party. She only partially rec
iprocates his attentions. His ardor undimmed, 
Austin returns to Illinois, spats with his wife, 
takes leave of his job and returns to Paris, hop
ing that Josephine will fall for him fully on the 
second attempt. After a few days of wandering 
the city, he winds up at her apartment looking 
after her son while she goes to sign her divorce 
papers. The denoument of “The Womanizer”, 
like that of Independence Day, hinges on a 
mishap involving the child.

Despite all of its similarities with the Bas
combe novels, “The Womanizer” is hard to 
like. This is mainly because the reader remains 
indifferent to Martin Austin. Where silver- 
tongued Bascombe embroidered his self-deceit

in gorgeous double-edged prose, Austin fills up 
pages with neo-Jamesian thoughts like these:

Maybe he had reached a point or even gone far 
beyond a point now, when he no longer cared 
what happened to himself—the crucial linkages of 
a good life, he knew, being small and subtle and in 
many ways just lucky things you hardly even 
noticed.”

Austin comes across as obtuse and unkind 
and you have to wonder, if he doesn’t care what 
happens to himself, why should we?

The second novella, “Jealous”, returns us to 
the small-town Montana landscapes of Rock 
Springs and the change from the boulevards of 
Paris is a welcome one. It is the day before 
Thanksgiving and the narrator, a 17-year-old 
boy named Larry, is leaving his father to take 
the train to Seattle where he will spend the hol
iday with his mother. Accompanying him on 
the journey, is his Aunt Doris, a loose woman 
who drinks schnapps as she drives them in her 
faded pink Cadillac to the town of Shelby 
where they will board the train. In Shelby, Larry 
goes to buy his mother a present and then tracks 
down his aunt in a bar where she is talking with 
an Indian named Barney Bordeaux. Barney 
turns out to be an escaped convict, and when the 
police come to the bar to apprehend him blood
shed ensues.

The story is Ford at his best. His characters 
are completely alive and unpredictable. They 
say remarkable things without sounding like 
fools or fops. In the car, speculating on whether 
Larry’s separated parents will ever get back 
together, Aunt Doris says, “if they can hold out 
long enough to get lonely, then they’ll probably 
do fine. ’ ’ That is all the mitigated happiness that 
people in Ford’s world can hope for and it rings 
true. There is none of the existential meander
ing that characterized Austin’s thoughts in ‘The 
Womanizer”. In fact, there’s very little mention 
of thinking. The story is made up of action and 
dialogue.

The book returns to Paris for the third novel
la, “Occidentals”, which tells the story of 
Charley Matthews, a first-time novelist from 
Ohio who has come to the City of Light at 
Christmas to meet with his French editor. The 
editor begs off the meeting and Charley and his 
girlfriend Helen, suddenly adrift, decide to stay 
and make the most of the city. As they tour the 
sights, it becomes clear that Helen is sick and 
her illness dominates the remainder of novella. 
Charley is another self-centered Bascombesque 
character, a divorced mid westerner, estranged 
from his child, on rocky ground with his girl- 
friend. If the story is more engaging than “The 
Womanizer”, it is largely because Charley 
wakes up from his solipsism long enough to 
have sympathy for Helen’s predicament and 
thus earn the reader’s sympathy for his. As he 
wanders the city w ondering what to do 
about H elen’s illness, Charley thinks, 
“Real people would always have the ten
dency to be themselves and not as mold- 
able as characters.” It’s a lovely touch and 
it only works because Charley is “real” 
enough that we believe in him as a person, 
unlike Martin Austin in “The Womanizer”, 
who rem ains, in Ford’s term , “a con
trivance of words.”

Ford’s title, Women with Men, is an obvi
ous allusion to Hemingway’s Men Without 
Women. It’s hard to know exactly why Ford 
made this connection, particularly since he 
once said in an interview, “I don’t even like 
Hemingway much.I never thought he was 
generous enough with the language.” Clearly 
Ford and Hemingway share subjects and set
tings: marriage, infidelity, fathers and sons, 
Paris, and the American wilderness. But 
beyond that they are very different writers. 
Perhaps this is Ford’s way of thumbing his 
nose at all those critics who have compared 
him to Hemingway in the past.

What is certain is that contemporary writers 
like Ford, Diaz, and Lutz, flawed though they 
sometimes are, continue to demonstrate the 
fruitful connection between the American 
idiom and its expression in the short story.

Jon Michaud is a writer living in New 
York City.

continued from page 2

gets sharp and bright around me.” Surely this 
sentence could be enriched without compro
mising June’s blunt, down-to-earth voice. On 
her way into town to sneak a drink June 
reports that, “I stared up into a mesh of 
branches where the moon lay suspended like a 
decapitated head caught in a fishnet.” The 
story’s metaphors seem calculated to hit the 
reader artlessly over the head. They aptly 
describe June’s straight-forward feelings of 
depression and self-pity, but fall short in more 
complex situations.

June provides frustratingly sparse memo
ries of her past and even when she does sketch 
out key incidents (including one from her 
deep childhood which seems to have assumed 
enormous importance to the otherwise savvy 
June) she doesn’t flesh them out with the 
descriptive detail that could make them seem 
real enough to better inform the reader’s 
understanding of her world. Some incidents 
appear as small, melodramatic fragments that 
shock without convincing. Almost all the 
information June gives about her mother, for 
example, comes from this brief conversation 
with her therapist: “I’m the one who’s always 
pulling calves out of chuck holes. And driving 
Mom back and forth to the hospital and carry
ing her up the stairs after her chemo treat
ments. And keeping Dad from falling down 
the damn stairs or getting into brawls or beat
ing the shit out of my brother...” At one point 
June writes that she wishes Jack would talk 
with her more about the West. This reader, 
anyway, wishes that June had given us a few 
more meaty, concrete descriptions of her 
Wyoming life.

The dialogue that June records in her jour
nal often sounds too prosy or too simplistic to 
be convincing. Early on in their relationship 
June and Jack discuss an episode in which 
Jack had broken the glass around a phone 
booth when June interrupted his supposed 
conversation with his girl friend. They argue 
while playing ping-pong and their dialogue 
sounds as stiff and choreographed as the game 
itself:

...you loved being alone in there!’
Pock! went the ball. ‘I wasn’t alone!’
Pock! ‘Horseshit, you weren’t talking with any
one! If I hadn’t  knocked, you’d still be inside 
your glass wall!’
Pock! — ‘So what?’
Pock! — ‘So you'd rather play with yourself in a 
phone booth than hang out with real people! 
’Whack! — his ball caromed off a chair: my 
point
‘You'd rather meddle in somebody else’s life 
than — than live your own!’ he shouted.

Much of this novel, from the landscape to 
the characters, could be more closely 
observed. As the text stands, the world of The 
Pines fails to coalesce concretely in the read
er’s mind and the story ip left floating some
where out in limbo.

Nevertheless, despite the unevenness of his 
writing in Queen o f the Silver Dollar, Hower 
does deal with the problems June faces in an 
unusually frank way. His treatment of the 
developing relationship between June and 
Jack is persuasive and he is largely successful 
in his attempt to write from the point of view 
of an overweight woman struggling for self- 
respect, with all of the attendant feelings of 
hesitancy, sadness, and mysteriousness. Just 
before Jack and June are scheduled to leave 
The Pines for the uncertainty of the outside 
world (and of their future as a couple beyond 
the insular world of the institution), they 
explore an old bam on the grounds:

The place smelled of old wood. Now and then 
swifts flew through the long gaping holes in the 
roof, their wings flapping noisily, and vanished 
into shadows where their nests must have 
been.

Emily Fawcett studied Creative Writing at 
Oberlin College. She now lives in Ithaca, 
where she grew up, works, runs, and writes 
when she has the chance.
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The Journey House

Edward A. Dougherty

L ocusts a t th e  E dge o f  S um m er: New
&  Selected Poems 

J o h n  B alaban
C o p p e r C anyon Press, 1997.
$15 p a p e r, 155 pages.

After her direct experience of the Span
ish Civil War and in the wake of the enor
mous war that raked across all of Europe 
as well as most of Asia, Muriel Rukeyser, 
in The life o f  Poetry (which thankfully has 
been reprin ted), asked, “And poetry, 
among all this—where is there a place for 
poetry?” In an age of uncertainty and vio
lence like our own, reading and writing 
poems can seem frivolous or decadent. Yet 
occasionally a remarkable book, like John 
Balaban’s Locusts at the Edge o f  Summer: 
New Selected Poems, arrives to allay such 
doubts

Balaban has gathered work from his pre
vious three books (one a Lam ont Prize 
w inner and another, the recip ien t o f a 
National Poetry Series award) including 
translations from Vietnamese, Romanian 
and Bulgarian, and arranged them with 
new poems into a coherent and powerfully 
affirming whole. The book journeys out 
through the brutal world of war, but 
returns to that place in the individual 
where it is still possible to experience the 
healing unity in humanity. In “Reading the 
News and Thinking of the T ’ang Poets,” 
Balaban writes:

Blood is smeared on bush and grass, 
yet poetry persists through slaughter, 
as if the systoles in our raging hearts 
held rhythms that could heal, if heard.
But hearing those healing rhythms has a 

price, as if we must be brought to a point of 
fam ine to appreciate bread. This is the 
need that manifests itself in times of great 
turmoil. Muriel Rukeyser says,

In a time of the crises of spirit, we are aware 
of all of need, our need for each other and 
our need for ourselves. We call up our full
ness, we turn, and act. We begin to be aware 
of correspondences, of the acknowledgment 
in us of necessity, and of the lands.

I don ’t know if  John Balaban knows 
these words, but his book is structured as if 
they were his map, marking a way out of 
the wilderness.

Divided into three parts, Locusts at the 
Edge o f Summer opens with poems from 
the Vietnam era, when Balaban was a con
scientious jobjector serving with relief 
agencies in Vietnam. Part One, “Speak 
M em ory,” begins the “crises of sp irit,” 
ranging from the sharply drawn portrait 
“The Guard at the Binh Thuy Bridge” to 
the invective “Carcanet: After Our War” 
and the moving montage ‘The Gardenia in 
the Moon,” which weaves together reports 
by and about Dave G itelson, a fellow 
International V olunteer Service worker 
killed in 1968 under suspicious circum
stances. The emotional spectrum of this 
piece is held in tension between the imper
sonal tone of the official reports and the 
lyricism of some of the verses as Balaban 
accom panies G ite lson’s body back to 
Saigon. Many of these poems lament the 
passing of friends, both Asian and West
ern, giving the section a weight of sadness. 
It is most clear in this passage from “News 
Update”:

Christ, most o f them are long dead. Tim 
Page wobbles around with a steel plate in his 
head. Gitelson roamed the Delta in cut-away 
blue jeans like a hippy Johnny Appleseed with 
a burlap sackfull o f seeds and mimeo
graphed tips for farmers until we pulled him 
from the canal. His brains leaked on my hands 
and knee. Or me, yours truly, agape in the 
Burn Ward in Danang, a quonset hut, a half a 
garbage can that smelled like Burger King, lis
tening to whimpers and nitrate fizzing  on 
flesh in a silence that simmered like a fly  in a 
wound.

The poem ends with an off-hand com
ment that the speaker was written up in the 
local newspaper because he punched “a 
loud-mouthed punk in the choppers.” “Oh, 
big sighs. W indy sighs. And ghostly 
laughter.” The violence “out there” corre
sponds to the same rage “in here.” It is 
easy to write poems denouncing “the dev
ils,” until one passes through the crisis of 
spirit into the realization that we must all 
struggle with our demons. As Camus put 
it,

We all carry within us our places of exile,

our crimes, and our ravages. But it is our 
task not to unleash them on the world; it is 
to fight them in ourselves and in others.

It is to the transformative power of poet
ry that Balaban looks in this regard:

Nicely like a pearl is a poem 
begun with an accidental speck 
from the ocean o f the actual 

(“For Mrs. Cam, W hose Name M eans 
‘Printed Silk’“)

Part Two, “Riding W estward,” begins 
with a kind of flight from both the violence 
in the world and in one self. Balaban 
returned from the war, like so many of the 
luckier ones in every era, to safety, a job, 
even a happy marriage, but in “Heading 
Out W est” he w rites, “all I could think 
of...was how to get away.” In this section, 
the poems range the landscape of the Unit
ed States, especially the Southwest. But 
the quest to escape inhumanity is futile 
because the war in Asia has always had 
what Rukeyser calls “correspondences” in 
A m erica’s own violence. “Deer K ill,” a 
bloody, nearly ritual poem ends,

Dabbed leaves in blood and stuck them to 
my face /  screamed "w olf at the moon; 
moon said “man."

Having borne witness to his and our own 
violence, Balaban turns to his mythical 
Blue Mountain, that place every person is 
searching for because “from it’s peak, one 
can see everything clearly.” These poems 
present a “version of ‘me’” (“Collateral 
Damage”) that recognizes the correspon
dences “out there/in here” and “over 
there/right here,” but find resolution in one 
another (“and of the lands,” in Rukeyser’s 
words.) His journey into the desert reveals 
“rhythms that could heal if heard”:

This vast rubble offers its one blessing: 
everthing it says is true—parched mesa, 
willow water, fox skull, circling raven, 
tarantula, deer turd, singing wren.
One wanders down past living metaphors. 
Where life is threatened, no lies are told. 
Despite the harshness of the landscape 

Balaban realizes that its beauty is mirrored 
“in the innocence which humans find in 
love.” This discovery enables an opening in 
the poems, a “listening to things that make a 
song,” a compassion for people and events.

The poems that follow include a still-life 
of migrants crossing the bridge from Juarez 
to El Paso (“Portal”), offerings for Bala-
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ban’s mother and sister, and a moment on a 
snow-clogged highway where sympathy 
illuminates the many lives briefly frozen 
until a single lane is cleared (“Snow
bound”). “Flying Home,” which completes 
the second part of the book, ends by 
addressing his daughter, “My tiny guide to 
a w iser life. / L ittle wren who calls me 
hom e.” The return seems com plete; the 
speaker is choosing his own life and from 
there can reach beyond it.

The final section, “View ing the New 
World Order,” speaks from the “fullness” 
of one who has faced the past and vows 
“that we will be keepers o f a garden, 
nonetheless.” This responsibility has a con
viction that is rare because words have 
become so corrupted and promises so brit
tle, even in poetry where the sincere gesture 
has become fashionable. Through the prism 
of the past, the future is visible. “For the 
Missing in Action” and “Mr. Giai’s Poem” 
return to V ietnam  and put to rest some 
ghosts, while “Hail to the C h ie f’ and 
“Hissarlik,” find in the ancient European 
past a parable for the present. The five-sec
tioned “Letters from Across the Sea” focus
es on the poet Ovid; here all the strands of 
the book come to fullness, but in exile. Bal
aban writes:

Today we all live banished lives, 
and which is worse, we wanderers ask, 
exile in a foreign land or exile in one's 

own?
Elsewhere in The Life o f Poetry, Muriel 

Rukeyser says, “Art is practiced by the 
artist and the audience. It is not a means to 
an end, unless that end is the total imagina
tive response.” John B alaban’s poetry 
rewards this kind of full response. By the 
time we read, “No poet ever had a home, 
but the one his art invented,” we too sense 
the tim elessness o f poetry, both as an 
object and as our own experience. By hear
ing “in our raging hearts” the “rhythms that 
could heal,” we, like the dead in “All Souls 
Night” find what we “hunger most for” in 
“poetry/which comforts [us] like well said 
mass.”
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